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THE SICKLED CELL: FROM MYTHS TO MOLECULES. By Stuart J. Edelstein. Cam-
bridge, MA, Harvard University Press, 1986. 197 pp. $25.00.
The Sickled Cell begins with the remark that "Ancient philosophers have said that
even so simple an object as a grain ofsand can, when thoroughly contemplated, reveal
the workings ofthe universe." In this spirit, Stuart Edelstein, chairman and professor
of biochemistry at the University of Geneva, uses the topic of sickle cell anemia as a
starting point to enter upon thoughtful and interesting discussions ofavarietyofareas.
He does not attempt to reveal the workings ofthe universe but instead delves into such
diverse areas asevolution, genetics, anthropology, molecular biology, and rational drug
development.
Theidea ofa bookdealing with such avarietyoftopics without becoming unfocused,
pretentious, and boring is at first hard to accept, but TheSickled Cell is none ofthese.
In eight well-illustrated and carefully written sections, Dr. Edelstein uses sickle cell
anemia tofocus on a relevant and interesting topic ineachoftheseareas. Theevolution
of man and his relation to other primates is traced, using amino acid sequence
differences in the hemoglobin molecule. Another chapter studies the factors responsi-
ble for the spread ofthe sickle mutation.
The most interesting section of the book discusses the interpretations of sickle cell
disease by African tribes. Much of this section was based on Edelstein's own
anthropological work with the Igbo tribe of Nigeria. He describes their belief in
"repeater children," whodie young and are repeatedly reborn to the same parents, and
shows that this legend is in part related to instances of several children in the same
family dying from sickle cell disease, although this beliefis clouded by the many other
processes contributing to the high infant and child mortality in Africa.
Other sections discuss the molecular biology behind the sickling process and the
development of pharmacologic agents to decrease sickling. These discussions are
written and illustrated with particular care to make the technical aspects accessible to
the reader who is not well versed in biochemistry and molecular biology yet still
interesting to those who are.
This book is fun to read and tremendously interesting. It takes a well-investigated,
extremely important medical problem and explains it clearly and in considerable
depth, as well as placing it in evolutionary, historical, and anthropological perspective.
The book is readily understandable by readers who have not studied the basic sciences,
yet still has much to offer those who have. The few evenings that it takes to read this
volume are both enjoyable and educational, and it is recommended to anyone
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